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for registration Click hereto enter Indoex Click here

https://international.indoex.io/signup
https://international.indoex.io/


Enter your username 
(you choose), email, 
phone, and password 
you choose

enrollment



Please swipe to 
verify account

account 
verification



Enter the code 
received in the email

email 
confirmation



Not required, you can 
cancel the activation

Two-factor 
authentication



Identification of KAZ
currency

identification



Identification of KAZ
currency

identification



Deposit coins in the 
exchange

deposit



Deposit coins in the 
exchange

deposit



Currency exchange of 
KAZ in USD

currency 
exchange

Please note - these are sell orders with a price limit, you must pay 
attention to the market price and it is recommended to give the 
order at a price less than the market price, and pay attention to the 
pending buy orders and their price, if there is no buy order at a 
similar price or a higher price, this order will wait until someone 
gives A purchase order according to the price offered in it



Currency exchange of 
KAZ in BNB

currency 
exchange

Please note - these are sell orders with a price limit, you must pay 
attention to the market price and it is recommended to give the 
order at a price less than the market price, and pay attention to the 
pending buy orders and their price, if there is no buy order at a 
similar price or a higher price, this order will wait until someone 
gives A purchase order according to the price offered in it



A replacement has been made



currency exchange



withdraw

Now we will withdraw the funds 

we exchanged in exchange for 

KAZ currency (dollars or any 

other currency) - out  (to our 

private wallet)



withdraw

It is important to know 
- in indoex you can also 
exchange currencies 
for non-crypto 
currency (such as 
dollars or euros), and 
make deposits with a 
credit card, and 
withdrawals in dollars 
or euros using 
perfectmoney



withdraw
When requesting a withdrawal - we will be asked to 
add an additional layer of protection, or an additional 
withdrawal password, or a code in the Google 
authenticator application - available on a smart phone 
or as an extension to the Chrome browser 
authenticator.cc

When requesting a withdrawal - you must give 
a wallet address that corresponds to the type 
of currency you are withdrawing, and pay 
attention to the type of network you are using

http://authenticator.cc/



